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Classification of High Frequency Impact Signal
in Vibrational Analysis of Spur Gears by using
Convolutional Neural Networks
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ABSTRACT- Spur gears are one of the widely used
gears in a gearbox assembly. They often require
lubrication and replacement of pinion and gears as prone to
damage in high speed shafts with heavy loads and adverse
working conditions. These creates spalling and breakage of
gear tooth due to material fatigue from excessive loads and
also forms pitting corrosion due to reduced lubrication and
higher input shaft speeds. Vibrational analysis of these
rolling elements is necessary for monitoring the health of
gears periodically. These graphs provide a pattern
waveform over time to study the characteristic high
frequency impact noise signal peaks due to increased
vibrations from faulty sections. This paper depicts about
the implementation of convolutional neural networks to
analyze the vibrational graphs obtained at different rotating
speed of shafts for various gear ratios to plot the high
frequency impact noise and train the neural networks to
identify the peaks and classify among the faulty and
healthy spur gears and pinions for a better way to reduce
time in estimating the remaining average working life of
gears and perform adequate maintenance of components.

temperature that cause wear of tooth and micro-pitting [2].
Broadly, the defects of gears are classified into different
types.
A. Spalling
It is generally called as fatigue corrosion over the tooth of
pinions and gears where they are visible as removed
material from the sections around the point of contact and
roots of tooth. The small particles removed from the
surface makes the gears prone to more friction and noise
during operations causing a rattling sound [3]. It can be
prevented by handling the gears with manufacturer set
conditions as it is dependent on the material of gears for
handling the stress limit. This type of corrosion can also be
seen in gear units working at high speeds and low
lubrication level for longer period of time. A spalled spot
at single teeth provides an impact on the vibration analysis
chart as sharp peak.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gears are considered as one of the principle components of
the rolling elements. They are generally used in rotatory
machines for transmitting power by increasing or
decreasing the speed or torque of the element they are
attached with. Variety of gears have been manufactured
depending upon the applications, but the spur gears are
commonly used with every gearbox that have wider
applications in Industries, Automotive and in Aerospace
Systems [1].
Predictive maintenance of gears is necessary to check for
lubrication and proper functioning to increase the
remaining useful life of gearboxes and reduce noises due
to vibrations. The gears are prone to damage when
operating in adverse conditions of heavy axial and radial
load or with improper lubrication and thus increasing the
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Fig 1: Spalling of helical gear teeth
B. Pitting
Pitting corrosion can be found at the gear surfaces as small
to large holes [4] that are clearly visible. There are many
causes of pitting and the commonest is the contact loss
between gears due to improper shaft alignment. It also
causes noise in the vibrational analysis and gives increased
Hertzian Stress value when a finite element analysis is
done.

Fig 2: Crates and Pores due to pitting corrosion in spur
gears
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C. Cracks
Cracks can be formed near the roots and breakage of gear
teeth may occur when the tress over the point of contact
exceeds the bending stress of gear material [2,5]. It causes
severe vibrational noise during operation and appear as
sharp peak in analysis chart that can be clearly identified.
They also occur due to high speed of operation at heavy
loads and at higher temperature forming thermal stress
over teeth.

Fig 3: Teeth cracks near gear root due to low bending
stress of material
D. Abrasive Wear
Abrasive wear can be observed as small grooves and dents
over the ger surfaces and they are caused by using the lowquality lubricants containing abrasives. These abrasive
materials spoil the smoothed gear surface by bringing
more friction to the contact points [6] and as a result
causes secondary faults like micro-pitting. It cannot be
identified initially due to lesser faulty sections and noise,
but a remarkable peak can be found once a secondary fault
is generated over the gear surfaces.

II. GENERATION OF VIBRATION WAVEFORM
Vibration analysis is used to detect any defects that persists
with the gears of a gearbox. The experimental purpose
needs data that can be obtained from vibrational sensors,
plotting a frequency graph to visualize the defects. Every
plot makes high amplitude spikes and spindles with a
corresponding pattern associated with the type of defects.
Identification of defects with the proper classification are
done by studying these patterns, but during the time of
emergency maintenance, the engineers and technicians
faces issues due to lack of time studying the vibrational
data. The research and development departments are also
facing similar issues when predicting the faults of
gearboxes [8]. These needs a bulky setup but by the
application of signal processing, the concepts of time
synchronous averaging with the spectral envelope can be a
useful technique to synthetically generate vibrational
waveforms for shafts rotating at fixed speed for a certain
amount of time. Later on, the plot of the frequency signal
can be saved as an image with the gears operating at
various speeds and considering the sampling rate of signals
to be constant for period of 20 seconds. A simple
arrangement was considered, where the pinion have the
input shaft and output was taken from the gear of the
gearbox assembly. The sinusoidal waveform for pinion,
gear and gear mesh was plotted using the following
equations:
(1)
(2)
(3)
Where,
Vp = Waveform of pinion
Vg = Waveform of gear
Vm = Waveform of gear mesh
The corresponding frequencies of pinion, gear and mesh
can further be calculated by using the following equations:

Fig 4: Fine lines over material due to abrasive particles
E. Corrosive Wear
This type of corrosion is caused due to the attacks on the
material by the lubricant chemicals that have acidic
reactions with the material and finally causes a pitting over
the surfaces. They cause negligible rise of peaks in
vibration analysis [7] chart and cannot be estimated using
bare eyes. But severe training the neural network with
plots make the system able to classify this defect.

Fig 5: Brown coloration of materials due to corrosion

(4)
(5)
(6)
Where,
fp = pinion input shaft frequency
fg = gear output shaft frequency
fm = gear mesh frequency
Rp = rotations per minute (RPM) of pinion
Np = Number of pinion teeth
Ng = Number of gear teeth
The rotation per minute of pinion was kept at 1000 with
the spur gear ratio of 2:1 where the gear having 20 teeth
corresponding to 10 teeth of pinion and the sampling
frequency was set for 2000 kHz to obtain the plot of signal
as in figure (6) with acceleration in y-axis calculated by
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summing the values of equation (1) + (2) + (3) and
between time in x-axis for 0.25 seconds.

Table 1: Distribution of datasets on basis of pinion rotation
speed
Sl.
No.
01
02
03
04
05

Speed of
pinion (in
RPM)
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000

No. of Healthy
Gears

No. of Faulty
Gears

40
40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40

III. METHODOLOGY

Fig 6: Gear mesh signal analysis for healthy gears of a
gearbox
The high-frequency noise signal originating from the
faulty location can then be compared with the generated
noise signal arriving due to meshing of gear tooth by
plotting both the values. Impact frequency was made
periodic by convolving the periodic noise with the gear
mesh frequency signal by introducing convolution function
with the estimated gaussian noise.

Fig 7: Noisy Signal for Healthy Gear
Figure (8) below shows the frequency plot for the gears
with fault. The red marking has been indicated, to bring to
notice about the high frequency spikes in the plot for
comparison of healthy and faulty gears.

Fig 8: Noisy Signal for Faulty Gear

Convolutional Neural Networks is the sub-branch of
Neural Networks under Artificial Intelligence. This system
deals with the process and techniques used by biological
neurons in gaining intelligence [9] which includes learning
from experience and improving the performance by
estimating the mistakes during the training processes and
hence the name artificial neural networks. In this
experiment, we have introduced convolutional layer with
the neural network that assisted the system to consider the
image classification problems and solve the issues by
behaving as an eye to the brain. Similarly, the simulation
values that are in the form of frequency graphs are stored
for training and testing with the validation datasets in the
ratio of 70:15 and the rest for validating the trained
network system. The stored images are then pre-processed
before commencing with the training process to perform a
better convolution process for increased accuracy of the
system.
A. Pre-Processing of Data
To avoid overfitting of the neural network, it is mandatory
to keep the image characters like dimension and pixel
resolution similar. The simulation images obtained have a
dimension of 400x500x3 that causes the buffer to exceed
the limit with a lengthier training time when the process is
carried on a single CPU based device. As these are
unstructured data, a complimentary function for
Augmented Datastore is called in action. The user defines
the image morphological operations before a dataset [10]
is created. For this experiment, we have set the image
resolution for 150x150x3 keeping the contrast of the
images as original. The augmented datastore function then
collects the specified number of images for training from
folders and converts the image data accordingly to store in
the buffer space. The remaining number of images from
the buffer space are taken for validation and testing
purposes.
B. Network Design
Convolutional Neural Networks consists of various layers
that are connected to each other and states about the errors
and losses encountered to every layer during training
process. This assists in dividing the complex tasks into
simpler as each layer gets experience about learning from
preceded and succeeded layers and minimizes losses to
increase accuracy. Learning is achieved both through
forward and backward propagation techniques where
weights and biases are balanced using layer functions. For
the experimental purpose by having adequate information
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about the datasets and system overfitting, seven layers
were added to the system.

The data is further divided into numerous batches where
normalization of each batch is promoted to calculate the
errors efficiently. After each batch is processed, the
function trains the layers immediately to reduce chances of
further errors [13]. In general normalization technique, a
mean of zero and a standard deviation of unity is
considered, same is applied in batches and thus the name
for batch normalization. Mean of those mini batches can
be given by:

(9)
Where j =1, 2, 3, … m,
yj = mini batches
Fig 9: Block diagram showing the designed network layers
C. Convolution 3-D
Convolution function at three-dimensional level is applied
to the images after they are derived from the augmented
datastore blocks. This layer performs filtering of images
along with padding by selecting image pixels of value and
eliminating the least significant data. for the experimental
purpose, the filters were hundred by value for zero padding
[11]. Pixels of interest were selected as height, width and
depth of the image for a better classification of the data. A
stride matrix of 3x3 is selected for extracting the pixels of
interest. This stride scans over the images from the image
input layer and performs convolution. The output values
from the layer can be achieved by implementing the
equations:

Depth

Height

(7)

Width
, where

(8)

Where,
s= Stride length
p=Padding value and
f=filter value
D. Batch Normalization
A batch normalization function was used to speed up the
training process. This function was implemented in the
design soon after the convolution layer, before fetching the
values to the ReLU layer for further processing. During
training the convolutional neural networks, the system
experiences internal covariance shift that delays the
process of training when a single CPU is used for training.
To overcome the issue, the batch normalization processes
[12] uses back-propagation method where estimations of
errors are calculated and further trains the weights and
biases of the layers of network to learn about the error
chances by experience and estimation from the succeeded
layer.

Mini-Batch Variance () can be given as:

(10)
The Normalization after taking out the mean and variance
is estimated by the following formula:

(11)
E. Rectified Linear Unit
Rectified linear Unit is commonly termed as ReLU
function unit that provides a thresholding property to the
data received from the above placed batch normalization
layer. By applying this layer, we ensure to increase the
performance of the system to some extent by eliminating
the vanishing gradient [14] issues due to back propagation
learning that was continued in batch normalization
method. If the value of a function is less than zero,
rectified linear unit provides a null output, this assists in
extracting the valuable data to get processed and
eliminates the values that are out of interest. The return
from the function is provided to the Max Pooling layer
sampling it effectively. The function can be denoted by the
following equation:
(12)
F. Max Pooling – 2D
Pooling functions are applied once the data is processed
through rectified linear unit. This operation is used to
down sample the data or the image size by considering the
dimensions like height and width of the input image and
then reduces the pixel density. Reduction in density of
pixel is carried by selecting an adequate padding
information and suitable stride dimensions. For the
experimental purpose, the length of stride matrix was [1x1]
with zero padding stand. The Max-pooling function [15]
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also reduces the computational time of the training as it
considers maximum value of pixel density by
implementing floor values for computation, thereby the
reducing the chances for overfitting in the neural network.
The floor value can be calculated by applying the
following equation:

a = number of samples
b = number of classes
yij = output for class jth for sample ith
Table 2: Designed neural network parameters
Sl.
No.
01
02

Name of
Layer
Image Input
Convolution

Where,
f = Floor Value of function
s = Stride Dimension
p = Padding Data
dxy = Dimension of Image

03

150x150x100

G. Fully Connected Layer
Fully connected layers are generally used for image
classification problems where they connect the previous
neural layers with each other to train the network better by
decreasing the error rate. It makes each layer understand
about the errors that are counted from above layers and
trains the layers to gain experience by the method of Back
– Propagation [16]. The output of this layer is served to the
Softmax function to calculate the probability of errors at
final stage.

Batch
Normalization
ReLU
Max pooling
Fully
Connected

07
08

Softmax
Classification

1x1x2
-

(13)

H. Softmax Output
The output from the fully connected layer is fetched to the
Softmax layer to perform a function operation that
provides information about the simulated data in manner
of probabilistic distribution [17]. A perfect distribution
obtained by probability provides a measure of accuracy for
the trained network and estimates about the errors and
losses occurred while training with the datasets. The output
values are stored in the form of vectors where a vector
value close to unity is considered strong and weaker values
are estimated to be zero count. This is one of the general
criteria for multiclass probability where the function can
be given as:

04
05
06

Activations

Learnable

150x150x3
150x150x100

Weights
3x3x3x100
Bias 1x1x100
Offset 1x1x100
Scale 1x1x100
Weights
2x2131600
Bias 2x1
-

150x150x100
146x146x100
1x1x2

J. Training and Validation
The training process is carried forward after deciding the
type of solver to be used for better accuracy and lower
losses to be encountered. For this experiment, we have
used Adaptive Moment Estimation method, commonly
known as Adams method [19]. It is one of the easiest
methods to apply when the datasets consist of noises and
the training needs to be done with faster processing speeds
as it consumes lesser computational memory. In this
method, the learning rates of mini batches are adaptive
depending on the amount of data being processed that
further increases the overall performance of the system.
The past decaying averages and the squared values can be
given as:
(16)
(17)

(14)
Where

and

I. Classification Layer
For a multi-class situation where the classes are mutually
exclusive to each other, the Softmax output brings about
cross entropy losses [18] that reduces the training time of
the network. Classification layer estimates the amount of
cross entropy losses occurred during the training process.
This can be calculated using the equation:

These are the mean and variance of the gradient
respectively. Now, after computing, the bias corrected
values are given by the equation:

(18)

(19)
The experiment was carried for 30 epochs with single
iteration per epoch and a learning rate was fixed at rate of
0.001 that provided less CPU computation for efficient
training.

(15)
Where,
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Table 3: Distribution of datasets before training the neural
network
Sl.
No.
01.
02.

Gear type
Healthy
Faulty
IV.

Training
(70%)
140
140

Testing
(30%)
30
30

Validation
(30%)
30
30

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Image classification can be shown once after the whole
training process gets over which is achieved when all the
images have been passed through all the layers once per
epoch. This is called as number of iterations per epoch, the
value of which was set unity for this experiment. It is
mandatory to observe the estimations of computing that
are continuously being plotted by the software to monitor
the losses and redesign the network if needed, when the
accuracy of the system comes below rigorously. Training
might take certain amount of time depending on the
capacity of RAM and processing power [20] of the system
on which training is being carried on. Elapsed time can be
reduced by using parallel computing methodology by
attaching a GPU with the system by carefully selecting the
hardware on basis of supported software specifications.

Fig 10: Training report depicting accuracy and losses
The above graph depicts that the training was carried on
for total of 30 epochs with an elapsed time period of 89
minutes and 40 seconds with a learning rate of 0.001.
Accuracy for validation datasets were found to be 76.25%
and training accuracy was around 91% on a single CPU.
Estimated loss was found to be near unity by using Adams
method and it differs if some other techniques were used,
depending upon the network structure and on the number
of datasets. It is to be noted that as the training progresses,
the losses get reduced and accuracy increases. One can
estimate about the overfitting or underfitting of the
network if the values differ much with steep elevations and
depressions.

Fig 11: Confusion matrix plot after training process
Confusion matrix was plotted to verify the accuracy of the
system where the True values are marked by green
labelling and the False values by red coloration. The
numeric inside the boxes shows the number of image plots
with the corresponding percentages of total datasets.
Target class about x-axis shows the required expected
output and at the y-axis, the output class depicts about the
output from the trained system and similarly, the x-axis
and y-axis values are matched with the colors accordingly.

Fig 12: Output of trained model showing results of gear
class
The command window takes the image input saved as
‘1.jpg’ of a faulty gear and using augmented dataset
functions, reconfigures the image to classify it with the
trained neural network system defined as ‘net’ variable.
Thus, it finally tells about the class of the gear after
matching it with the loaded datasets to predict the
healthiness of the gears.
V. CONCLUSION
The results above concluded that with the application of
Convolutional Neural Networks, the predictive
maintenance of gear units for various applications becomes
faster. It becomes more errorless and effortless approach to
confirm health of gear units by conventional use of
vibrational analysis techniques. This approach makes
lesser human interventions in determining the high
frequency noise signal spikes and classify between healthy
and faulty gears which further accelerates the research
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process of R&D Departments as well for the maintenance
sections.
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